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This paper considers a macroeconomic model with rational expectations in which prices are 
incompletely flexible. Markets therefore fail to clear. In such a model monetary policy is not 
neutral. The variance of real and nominal quantities and interest rates is sensitive to the 
parameters of the feedback rule that determines the money supply. The monetary policy that 
achieves the goat of minimizing the steady-state variance of real output is characterized. We also 
examine monetary policies that are restricted in their generality and derive ‘second-best’ 
variance-minimizing feedback rules. 

1. Introduction 

Aggregative macroeconomic models incorporating rational expectations 
and market-clearing have led to the conclusion that systematic monetary 
policy will be entirely ineffective. This striking proposition has been the 
subject of much discussion in the literature. Although some elements of 
disagreement persist, it is generally perceived that violations of either the 
rational expectations assumption or the assumption that all markets are 
competitive, with perfectly flexible prices and wages, will cause this 
proposition to be falsified.’ 

In this paper we ask what should be the form of the optimal money 
supply rule when prices are determined by a lagged adjustment to the 

*Prepared for N.B.E.R. Macro Conference, Cambridge, MA, 19-20 July 1979. We wish to 
thank Oliver Blanchard, Stanley Fischer and Bennett McCallum for comments and criticisms. 

‘Some references to the proposition and the resulting debate are Lucas (1972), Sargent- 
Wallace (1975, 1976), Barre (1976), Phelps-Taylor (1977), Fischer (1977), and McCallum (1977, 
1978, 1979), Woglom (1979), Frydrnan (1979). See Fischer (1979) for a recent review on the 
policy debate, and Buiter (1980) and Schiller (1978) for evaluations of macroeconomic models 
incorporating rational expectations. Aspects of the debate in relation to the assumption of 
continuous market clearing will be more closely examined below. 
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imbalance between demand and supply in the market for goods. All of the 
other assumptions of the rational expectations models are maintained. The 
objective is to minimize the asymptotic variance of output because 
fluctuations in output or employment are usually taken to be the aim of 
stabilization policy. We also provide theoretical bounds on the percentage 
reduction in this variance that is attainable from pursuing the optimal 
monetary policy, as opposed to certain other ‘benchmark’ policies. 

It is also of interest that the effect of a policy designed to stabilize output 
will, in our model, destabilize the price level. Rational expectations models, 
ours included, have primarily been formulated under the assumption that the 
structural equatjons are linear in anticipated future values of the endogenous 
variables. The effect of uncertainty about the future on today’s decisions has 
been largely suppressed. By inducing a higher level of variability in the price 
level (and interest rates) one might expect that the mean level of output 
would be lower when its variance is reduced. Although we do not pursue 
that line of research here, it is important to note that the impotence of 
monetary policy to affect the asymptotic means of endogenous variables is a 
byproduct of the form of the structural equations assumed, as well as of the 
rational expectations hypothesis. The relevant tradeoff in our, linear, model is 
between the asymptotic variances of the endogenous variables. Therefore, in a 
model where uncertainty about the future is explicitly recognized, the 
relevant tradeoff will be between increasing the steady-state level of output 
and decreasing its variability. 

In the next section the model is described, its rational expectations 
equilibrium is derived, and the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix is 
computed. The conditions on policy parameters that yield a stable dynamic 
structure are also analyzed. Section 3 uses the results derived in section 2 to 
discuss the money supply rule that would yield the minimum variance. This 
rule requires observations of both supply and demand, which may not be 
equal, and hence it may not actually be a feasible policy. Therefore, in 
section 4, simpler rules that require less information than the fully optimal 
one are discussed. The percentage reduction in the variance of output that 
can be achieved by the latter policies is computed, assuming particular values 
for the structural parameters. The stability of the system under some special 
rules is discussed. Stability can be problematic for realistic parameter values. 
Concluding comments are offered in section 5. 

We assume that actual output will be the minimum of supply and demand, 
and we attempt to minimize its variance. Therefore, in our appendix, we 
provide the approximation for the variance of the minimum of two jointly 
normally distributed random variables. 

2. The model and its solution 

To make our analysis readily comparable with that of other papers in this 
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area we choose the following specification of the structural equations: 

Yl=ull, (1) 

4 =Pt+cler +c2r,+u3,, (3) 

Pt=P,-1+d(e,-1-Y,-,)+u,,, (4) 

y, = aggregate supply, 
e, = aggregate demand, 
m, =demand for money, 
rt = nominal interest rate, 
p, =price level, 

all in period t, and ,- ,p;C+ 1 and ,- Ipf are the expected price levels as 
forecasted at t - 1 to hold in periods t + 1 and t, respectively. Predetermined 
variables include e, - 1, yI- 1, pI- 1 and r,- 1. At date t, the expectations held at 
date t- 1 are also viewed as predetermined; but in a dynamic stochastic 
equilibrium they are endogenous, being the true mathematical expectations of 
these variables conditioned on the observations at t- 1. The model is 
described in deviation form, so that endogenous variables are discrepancies 
from the long-term mean values. 

Eq. (1) above is an aggregate supply curve which for simplicity is taken to 
be vertical.2 We are therefore abstracting from such ideas as money in the 
production function which have been discussed in monetary growth theory. 
Given that the model is in deviation form and that our interest is in 
stabilization policy, this simplification does not seem too bad. Eqs. (2) and (3) 
describe the aggregate demand curve and the money market equilibrium 
condition, respectively. Again the capacity effect has been abstracted from eq. 
(2), while (3) takes a standard form. All three equations are a simplification of 
the well-known framework of Sargent-Wallace (1975). Eq. (4), on the other 
hand, is the essential difference to the earlier models in this area, and it is a 
description of sluggish price adjustment. 

Rule (4) can be rationalized in various ways, and it needs a detailed 
discussion. Traditionally (4) is said to represent the law of supply and 
demand, but in the context of growth theory Fischer (1972) argued that the 
auctioneer should take into account inflationary expectations, so that ,-lpF 

% may be noted here that our later results would hold with the Lucas-type SuPPlY runc~iW 
but we have not introduced it due to dificulties of interpreting it in connection with eq. (4). 
Indeed, the Lucas function is often not thought of as a behavioral equation, but rather a 
reduced form from a model of the labor market. 
EER- E 
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-p,-i should be added to the right-hand side. Similarly, with different 
formulations Barro (1972), Fischer (1972) and Mussa (1978) arrive at exactly 
the same conclusion from an aggregation over optimal price-setting behavior 
of individual agents. Mimicking these suggestions in broad terms we obtain 
the idea that ‘desired’ or ‘optimal’ price level, pp, should obey the 
specification 

Eq. (4’) is indeed a standard formulation and it has been often used recently. 
If all prices are adjusted to their desired level at the beginning of each 
period, i.e., pt=pf, and expectations are rational, (4’) has the very strong 
implication that we are back to the situation of continuous market clearing. 
To obtain disequilibrium behavior we add to (4’) the postulate that actual 
prices adjust only partially to the desired level, so that 

From (4’) and (4”) we obtain the specification 

(4”) 

where we have also added the error term. It is easy to see that (4) is obtained 
from (4”‘) by solving recursively, and, as long as3 /3# 1, we have the value 
d =r/I(l -p)- ’ for the coefficient of excess demand in (4). [See Honkapohja 
(1979) for an analysis of neutrality where d=r(e,-y,), in which case multiple 
solutions result. The non-uniqueness would raise difficult conceptual issues 
for policy optimization, and we wish to avoid them here.] 

At this point it is worth pointing out that neutrality requires both 
aggregate demand and supply to be independent of monetary policy 
parameters. The usual demonstration that the forecast error pt-t-Ipf be so 
is insufficient.4*5 These conclusions follow directly thG fact that, in the 

‘It might be worth pointing out that with the lagging operation the case /?= 1 of perfect 
syncronization of price adjustments leads to inconsistencies. In that event one may replace ,- ,pf 
-p,- r by the expected full employment rate of inflation ,- ,pT -P;- t, where the bar refers to the 
general equilibrium solution of Sargent-Wallace (1975). Then /I= 1 results in neutrality of 
money. We owe this result to Ben McCalIum who called our attention to the fact that not all 
lagged price adjustment rules result in non-neutrality. 

This is the flaw in McCalhun’s (1977,1978) analyses of the neutrality proposition under 
certain types of price stickiness. Indeed, it is evident that in those models aggregate supply is 
independent of the policy rule, but aggregate demand is not, which McCallum (1978, p. 425) also 
admits. See also McCallum (1980). 

sin a somewhat different model Flemming (1979) has analyzed the etfect of varying wage 
flexibility on the variance of output under certain fixed money supply rules. His principal result 
states that sometimes an increase in wage flexibility can lead to higher variance of employment. 
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presence of discrepancies between aggregate demand and supply, 
considerations of aggregate demand become relevant. Indeed, one can think 
of different targets for stabilization policy when such discrepancies are 
present. Modern so-called disequilibrium theory [see Barro-Grossman (1976) 
or Malinvaud (1977)] suggests immediately min(e,, y,) as the relevant output 
variable, so that minimization of its variance is a natural choice as the 
objective of stabilization policy.6 

To close the system we need a description of the money supply rule. We 
assume a non-stochastic-rule allowing dependence in principal on all of the 
relevant predetermined variables, 

(5) 

At date t the short-run equilibrium is determined by solving (l)-(5) for the 
endogenous variables e,, y,, pt, r, and m,. 

Our goal is to choose the a’s so that the resulting stochastic process 
exhibits the minimum possible variance of min(e,, y,) asymptotically. 
Although this objective is compatible with the spirit of disequilibrium macro- 
economics, our specification of the structural equations does not entirely 
carry through with this program.’ First, in the money demand equation the 
output variable should affect the true level of economic activity, namely 
min(e,, y,). Such a specification, however, would lead to enormous 
complications in the analysis since the reduced-form equations would be 
nonlinear in the disturbance terms, and hence the rational expectations could 
not be computed without a more precise description of the error structure. 
Our choice of e, as the relevant output variable accords with common 
practice. [Using y, would actually be simpler because one could determine 
the equilibrium rr in the money market and then e, from (2) recursively.] 
Second, it is to be observed that no spillover effects appear in the 
specification of aggregate demand and supply. The modern literature has 
stressed their importance; see e.g. Barro-Grossman (1976) and Malinvaud 
(1977). In some sense ours is only a one-sector model, so the only 
misspecification is that mentioned above. However, in a more complete 
analysis spillover effects should be taken into account. Unfortunately, they 
raise formidable mathematical problems in solving the model. 

60ther possible objectives might be the minimization of var(e, - y,) or E(min(e,, y#, and in the 
present framework the optimal rule remains the same, for reasons that become evident in the 
course of the analysis. The conclusions are therefore robust with respect to the choice of an 
output variable as the target of stabilization policy. 

‘It is also possible to interpret the model as a fairly standard IS-LM model, with eq. (7) 
specifying the full employment level of output, eq. (4) or its variants being a Phillips-curve 
relation from sluggish markup behavior, and rational expectations being incorporated. Indeed, 
the Sargent-Wallace (1975) model was designed to represent many features of the usual IS-LM 
framework. In what follows we stick to the ‘disequilibrium’ interpretation, but the reader can 
easily interpret the results according to the IS-LM frame of reference. 
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We now proceed to discuss the solution of (l)-(5) in a dynamic model with 
rational expectations linking the succession of short-run equilibrium. To 
solve the system at date t, notice that 

r-1P:-~P,=P,-l+d(e,-l-Y,-,). (6) 

Therefore, to solve (l)-(5) we need only determine the rational expectation 
r-lP,*,l. Leading (6) and taking expectations conditional on data at t- 1 we 
have 

(7) 

Notice that 

and hence 

,-1y:=o. 

The problem amounts to finding , _ ref. Rewrite (2) as 

e, = b(r, -d, _ le:) + u2,. (9) 

Equate (3) and (5), solve for I, in terms of the predetermined variables, P,,e, 
and the disturbances. Eliminating pc from the resulting expression using (4) 
yields 

-cl ci -d 
II=- 

c2 
e,+L 

u +d 

c2 
et-,+- c2 Yt-I+ 

Substituting (10) into (9) and taking expectations provides us with the 
required reduced-form expression for , - ,e,, 

1 
f-le:=(bcl,c2)+bd 

cr,-d cr,+d 
c2 e,-l+b c2 YI-1 

lx -1 
+bL 

c2 
(11) 

Substituting (11) into (9) we obtain an equation relating e,,r,, the 
disturbances and the predetermined variables. Together with (10) this forms a 
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pair of simultaneous equations determining e, and r,. The solution of these 
equations yields 

a,- d 
e, = 

a,+d a,-1 
c,+bc,-bde’-‘+c,+bc,-bdyr-‘+c,+bc,-bdPf-’ 

+ ar b b 
c2+bc,-bd 

rr - 1 f u2t -- U3f -- U4@ 
c2 c2 

(12) 

q--d 
r’=c2+bc,-bd 

Ke,-l + 
a,+d LX,-1 

cz+bc,-bdY’_i+c2+bc,-bdKPL-’ 

where 

K= 
c2+bcl-bd-cl 

c2 

The reduced form of the system is, therefore, (4), (8), (12) and (13), or, in 
matrix notation 

x,=Ax,-l+Bu,, (14) 

where 

x, = (e,, yts PI, r,Y, 4 =ht, u2t, U3f9 U4tK 

and 

0 0 1 1 - b/c, - b/c, 

B= B= 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -chz -chz @c&t - l/c,) @c&t - l/c,) 

the E’S being given by the coefficients of the corresponding variables in (12). 
The policy variables (CL’S) enter the equilibrium vector autoregression 

through the a’s in the A matrix only. Because the relationship between the a’s 
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and the E’S is linear and of full rank, we can consider the latter as the policy 
instruments directly. 

The goal of our policy optimization is taken to be the minimization of the 
variance of min(e,, y,) in the steady state. Because y, and steady-state 
correlation between y, and e, cannot be affected by any policy rule this 
amounts to minimizing the variance of e, [compare (A.7) in the appendix]. 
We therefore turn to an analysis of how vare, depends on the E’S. Then we 
will utilize the joint distribution of e, and y, to discuss the extent to which 
one can expect the variability of min(e,, y,) to be mitigated by monetary 
policies of some special types. 

Let Q be the variance-covariance matrix of x, in the steady state, and let I/ 
be the variance-covariance matrix of Bu,. It follows from the definition of a 
steady state that 

We will assume that the vector u, is independently identically distributed 
over time, with a diagonal variance-covariance matrix 

Cl1 Cl1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

== == i i : : 622 622 0 0 0 0 . . 0 0 433 433 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 (744 (744 

1 1 
Since V= B C BT we have 

044 0 $n4, -~a,, 

0 .Q 0 
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The computation of B-A Q AT is tedious but straightforward, yielding a 
matrix 2 given by 

‘(1-&,2)W11-2E,Ey012 w12 -ds,w,,-h(Ey-Ee)w1.2 w,4-KG,,-WI,) 
-2E,Ep~,g-2E&0,4 (1-e,-dQw13+dc,wu 

-&y2W2z - 2EyEpW23 -4~22 -(~~-&Jw23 

- 2EgE,024 - E;W33 +dw24-Epw33 -wJ34 

- 2EpE,034 -&.Lu 

022 w23 O24 

-d2w,1-2dw13+2d2w12 034 +K(z,,-w,3) 

-d’w,, + 2dw,, 

W 44-K%l, -0, I) 

(16) 

where the z’s are respectively the indicated elements of this matrix, which are 
not repeated for the sake of brevity. (We have written numerical subscripts 
on the w’s instead of identifying them with the name of the variables to 
which they correspond, using the obvious notation e-1, y-2, p-3, r-4.) 

The ten unknown w’s can be solved by identifying the entries in the upper 
right-hand parts of the two matrices - (15) and (16). Fortunately at least 
some simplification is possible because the simple structure of the second row 
and column of (15) allows us to identify w12, w22, w23, w24 with the 
corresponding elements of (16). 

This leaves us with six linear equations for the remaining six w’s In matrix 
notation we can write these as 

Mw=c, (17) 
where 

M= 

-1 -&Z - 2&,Ep -2&,&, -&; -2E,,&, -E; ’ 

-de, 1 -cE,-ddEp -de, -Ed - Er 0 

-K&,2 - 2KE,Ep 1 - ~KE,E, - KE; - 2KEp&, -K&,2 

-d2 -2d 0 0 0 0 

- Kd.s, - KE, - Kds, - Kde, -KEY l-K&, 0 
- K2~2 e - 2K2&,5 -~K’E,E, - K2~; - 2K2&p~, I- K’E,Z 
c , 
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c= 

- VII +2E,E,JQ2 +$v22 +2EyEpl& +2&y&,v24 

VI 3 + 4&y - -c.h z - dy,, + (E, -d&&23 - dw., 

v14 + 2KE,Eyv12 + KE,fv22 + 2KEyty23 + ~K.QY,v~~ 

V 33 - 2d2v,, + d2v2, - 2dv,, 

V34 + WE, - E,)v~ 2 -dK&,v,, + K@,,-dd~,Jv~~ -ddK~,v~~ 

044 +~K’E,E,v,~ + K2$v2, +~K’E,,E,v~~ +2K2~,,.p2, 

We are interested on the solution to (17) only in so far as it concerns the . . variance, wr r, of e. Therefore solving (17) by Cramer’s rule, we need det A4 
and det MI, where M, is M with the first column replaced by c. 

Again, extensive but straightforward computation yields 

det M= -2de,-d’&;S +d3~z-3Kd2~p2.z, 

+ 2K2d& + 4KdE,q,, - 3d2.& + 2d& W 

The numerator, M,, is quite complex in general. To simplify the analysis 
we assume that the price adjustment process is deterministic and that 
monetary policy is invariant to lagged values of the nominal interest rate,* 

fJ44=0, &,=o. 

Then we obtain 

det M, = - 2d&,(o,, + (b/c2)2033) 

+ ol ,( - 2d.z; E, + 2d2& - d2(ds; -6; - E,E;)), 

so that, asymptotically, 

(19) 

var e = (~~22 + WJ24 + ~1 A,” -d&y&,, + (d@) (de, - 1 - E,)) 

1 -( -d/2) E,, + (d2/2) E; + E,Z - (3/2) d&,&J ’ (20) 

The stability conditions of this vector autoregressive process play an 
important role in analyzing the minimum of (20). The system is stable if and 

sAt the optimum it turns out that the interest rate should not affect monetary policy, so this 
is not really a restriction. 
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only if all the characteristic roots of A have modulus less than unity. Under 
the condition that s,=O this means 

6) dEp<O, 

(ii) 1 --E,+d.sp>O, cw 

(iii) 

3. Analysis of variance minimizing policy 

Consider the denominator of (20). For each fixed value of ,sp it is concave 
in E,. The stability conditions imply that E, is bounded between 

and at these limiting values, the denominator is equal to zero. Therefore it is 
within the interval [O, l] whenever the stability conditions are satisfied. 

The policy parameters enter the numerator of (20) in the coefficient of clr, 

E; - dc,c, + (d&,/2) (d.s,, - 1 - E,). (22) 

We now show that this is non-negative whenever the stability conditions are 
satisfied. 

Note that for any fixed sp the minimum of .$-dd~~&,, with respect to E,, is 
-d’.$/4. This can always be attained because sy does not enter into the 
stability conditions (21) and therefore is unconstrained. To analyze the final 
term in (22), note that the first and third stability conditions require dsJ2<0 
and de,, - l-s, < dsJ2 x0. Therefore the final term in (22) is positive and 
bounded below by d%i/4. Hence (22) is necessarily non-negative. 

Therefore one sees that the expression for the variances can never be 
below (crZ2 +(b/c,) c3J which accords with intuition since this is the variance 
of the reduced-form expression for e even in the short-run. The conditions 
under which this can be attained necessitate setting (22) equal to zero, 
violating (2Lii) in the sense that the restrictions are in the borderline case 
where the steady state no longer exists. In the borderline pt becomes a 
random walk but other variables remain stable. This theoretical lower bound 
cannot be attained, but,it can be approached. 

There are two ways in which (22) can be set equal to zero. Either 

or 
d&J2 - 1 - E, = 0 and .sY = d&,/2, (23) 

c,=dE,=O. (24) 
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Under (23), the denominator will not be maximized. Therefore the unique 
variance minimizing policy is to set sy =s,,=O [to satisfy (23)] and s,=O [to 
maximize the denominator of (20)]. 

This policy is a very natural one. Using the definitions of the E’S in terms 
of the parameters of the monetary feedback rules, aI, ul, clj, CQ, we see that 
the policy is 

m,=de,- 1 -O,-,+pt-,=pP,. (25) 

Thus the variance minimizing policy is to set m, in advance at the level 
which would keep the real supply of money in period f constant. Because 
there is no variance in the price-setting equation, this clearly stabilizes any 
systematic dynamic fluctuations in the real :ide of the system leaving only 
the variance attributable to random factors within period t (gZ2 + (b/cJ2aJ3). 
Sensitivity of m, to the interest rate is unnecessary. 

4. Properties of some other money supply rules 

Having discovered the theoretical minimum variance and the first-best rule 
we shall now consider some other money supply rules: both second-best rules 
and interesting fixed rules. However, the treatment is far from exhaustive and 
confined to some computationally not too cumbersome cases. 

4.1. Rules with aI =a2 = 0 

This additional constraint states that the monetary authority does not use 
any information about lagged values of aggregate demand and supply. This 
case arises naturally. Aggregate demand and supply may not be separately 
observable, especially in a disequilibrium setting. 

It is in principle possible to work out the second-best rule in all different 
cases, but the details are very messy. To analyze some aspects set a1 = a2 = 0, 
so E, = -d/A, E, = d/A, where A = c2 + bc, - bd. The general expression for the 
variance of aggregate demand is 

w1 1 = Cc722 i- WJ2d + WpPKd~, 4 + d/41+ W42h 1 
1 - {&,/W~,-(1 -W/4)1 +bW2) ’ (26) 

The stability conditions stipulate - (1 + d/A) < dEp < rnii {0,2( 1 -d/A)}, so that 
- 1 <d/A < 3 is needed for the sake of consistency. 

Let us now adopt the sign conventions of Sargent-Wallace (1975). They 
postulate cr >O, c2 ~0, b<O. In that case the sign of A is uncertain and 
depends on the magnitude of d. Recall that d= yp(l -/I)-‘, where y is the 
degree of responsiveness of desired prices to excess demand and measures the 
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flexibility of actual prices. Clearly d 20, and keeping y constant, it can be 
seen that lim,++O+d=O and lim,,,- d= co, so d can take widely different 
values. Consequently A <O and A >O for small and large values of d, 
respectively. By inspecting (26) it can be seen that in the coefficient of crII 
the part involving dEp is always positive, and the whole term is minimized by 
setting d.s,, equal to the upper bound. On the other hand, the term involving 
dE,, in the denominator may be decreasing or increasing in dep, but it is 
certainly decreasing when d/A <i. Therefore E ,x0 is certainly the second-best 
rule, when - 1 <d/A ~4. 

When E,, x 0 we get 

Table 1 
Ellicacy of the rule a, =a,=O,a,x 1, compared to 

lirst-best rule. 

Percentage increase 
in var(min()r, e)) 

d=0.05 w, L = 1.3478 4.4 
0.10 1.7227 21 
0.15 2.3751 50 
0.20 8.2267 310 

The eflicacy of the rule depends on the structural parameters, especially the 
value of d. As our illustration let us use the following numericai’ vaiues crii 
=cr22=~33=1, b= -0.1, c,=OS, c2= -0.2. Then table 1 gives the increase 
in the variance of output for different low values of d. In the table d takes 
values which imply A ~0. When A >O, the feasibility of the policy spzO 
necessitates d/A < 1, as is evident from the stability conditions. Therefore we 
require (1 + b)d cc2 + bc, < 0 or b c - 1, i.e., aggregate demand should be 
elastic with respect to the real rate of interest. This is a strong requirement, 
and if b> - 1, the second-best policy can not be spzO. Therefore for the high 
values of d which imply A >O, the second-best policy is likely to involve 
ug < 1, i.e., less than the full accommodation of the first-best rule. 

4.2. Rules with cl3 = 0 

Next, let us consider policies in which the monetary authority doesn’t use 
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information about the price level in its money supply rule. As in the overall 
optimal rule the best value for E,, is d&J2 so that in this case 

0 
[a22 +(b/cJ2aJ +o, ,[dsJ!A +d/2A +(d/ZA)‘] 

11= I- Cc,2 + (3d/2A)e, + d/2A ++(d/A)2] ’ (28) 

where 1 -d/A > E,> - 1 -d/2A by stability. The second-best rule cannot be at 
an endpoint of the range, since there the denominator vanishes. On the other 
hand, to minimize the numerator E, should be made as small as possible, and 
therefore an interior minimum exists. Again the details are cumbersome, 
though by stability d/A >O, and it follows that the second-best rule will 
involve E,<O, i.e., a3 -cd.’ This means that the rule should not fully 
accomodate demand shocks in their effect to real balances. In the special 
case cl1 - -0, that is no supply shocks, the solution would be easy. 

4.3. Constant nominal money supply 

One intuitively interesting rule is to hold the nominal supply of money 
constant. This can perhaps be considered to be an analogue of Milton 
Friedman’s constant growth rate rule for a non-growing and non-inflationary 
economy. By setting aI =a2 =a3 =0, we obtain the formula 

011 =Co,, +@/~2)~4 Cl +d/W -41 +~,,CW/4+ 1)/W -41 d, 

(29) 

for the steady-state variance of aggregate demand. The stability conditions 
necessitate A >0 and 24 >d. The former necessitates that d be large enough 
to ensure A > 0, while the latter can be rewritten in the form (b +$d cc2 + lx.. 

Table 2 
Performance of the constant money supply rule, 

compared to first-best rule. 

Percentage increase 
in var(min(e, y)) 

d= 6 w,~ =281.55 2569 
10 100.90 926 
20 10.43 649 
50 60.17 556 

100 51.46 531 
500 55.46 513 

‘The proof involves calculating do,,/d&. which is essentially quadratic with all coellicients 
positive, so that, by Descartes’ theorem, its zeros are negative. 
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Since c2 + bc, c 0 and d 20, the requirement b < -4 is necessary for stability. 
Therefore enough price flexibility and high enough elasticity of aggregate 
demand with respect to the real rate of interest are needed to ensure stability 
of the constant money supply rule. In the stable case the performance of the 
rule evidently depends on the values of the structural parameters, in par- 
ticular on d. Let us choose ~ii =crZ2 =cs3 = 1, b= -0.6, cl =0.5, c2 = -0.2 as 
the numerical parameter values in order to evaluate for different values of d 
the increase in variance of output resulting from the use of the constant 
money supply rule, in relation to the optimal rule. Table 2 suggests that the 
constant money supply rule does not perform very well. The high 
percentages themselves are not very interesting. More importantly we note 
the changes in the last column, indicating that increasing the value of d 
beyond a certain point will not improve the performance. Moreover the 
increase in the variance is largely due to the term involving vii. In any event 
it is worth examining the limiting behavior of the coefficients of t~ii and 
[a** + (b/c2)*03J. For these we get 

l+d(2d-d)-‘-+1+(~1+26~)-’ as d-rm, 

and 

d(2d -d)-‘(4(d/d)+ 1)+(11+2bl)-‘(41bj + 1) as d-tm. 

Therefore the higher the elasticity of aggregate demand with respect to the 
real rate of interest the better is the performance of the constant money 
supply rule. 

5. Concluding remarks 

The results in the paper can be briefly summarized as follows. First, if 
prices adjust slowly and discrepancies between aggregate demand and supply 
can appear, the demonstration of monetary neutrality requires that both 
aggregate demand and supply be independent of systematic policy rules. For 
many price adjustment rules and specifications of the model neutrality does 
not hold, but for certain specifications neutrality prevails. Second, if one 
postulates a vertical (or Lucas-type) aggregate supply function, then the 
problem of stabilizing output usually leads to minimizing the variance of 
aggregate demand. Under our lagged price adjustment rules the optimal 
policy requires that real balances be held constant. If the monetary authority 
has no information of aggregate demand and supply, the coefficient of lagged 
prices in the second-best money supply rule should still be approximately 
unity when prices are very sluggish. With more responsiveness this policy is 
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infeasible and less accomodation is needed. If no price variable in it is 
permitted the resulting second-best rule stipulates less accommodation than in 
the first-best rule with respect to aggregate demand and supply. Finally, 
stability can be problematic for some second-best and ‘benchmark’ rules. 

While the model allows for discrepancies in aggregate demand and supply 
and uses their minimum as the target variable, the paper does not allow for 
the full complexities of a disequilibrium model in the sense that behavior 
does not fully reflect past and expected disequilibria. At present, formidable 
formal complications do not permit such an analysis. Moreover, the results 
known so far suggest that the neutrality proposition is sensitive to the 
specification of the model, especially of the price adjustment rule. Therefore, 
more theoretical and empirical work is needed before the issues can have a 
final resolution. 

Appendix: Approximations for amin (X, Y)] and var [min (X, Y)] 

In the main text the minimum of aggregate demand and supply was used 
as the target variable of policy. Since the formula is not readily available we 
derive the approximations in some detail. 

The problem is to find approximations for E[min(X, Y)] and 
var[min(X, Y)], when (X, Y) is multinormally distributed with zero mean and 
a given covariance matrix, 

Let 2 = min(X, Y). Then 

P{z~z}=P{x~z,Y~z}+P{x~z,Y>z}+P{Y~z,x>z}. 

Utilizing the facts P{Xsz, Y>z}=P{Xpz, -Ys-z} and P{Ysz,X>z} 
=P{ -X5 -z, Ysz}, we get 

(A.11 

where F,,,() etc. indicate the relevant cumulative distribution functions. If 
(X, Y)-N(0, Z), then (x, - Y) and (-X, Y) are both N(0, f), where 

r= g: 
[ 

-012 

-012 d I- 
From (A.l) it is possible in principle to evaluate E(Z) and var(Z). However, 
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closed-form expressions are unobtainable. To develop an approximation we 
use the power series [see Cramer (1946, p. 270)] 

i j j$, +judv = “to ar”)(x~al~~“‘(ylaz)p”, 

-co -co 

where f(u, u) is the multivariate normal density function with zero mean and 

[ 

2 =I pal=2 

pal=2 =t 1 
covariance matrix, and @() is the cumulative distribution function of the 
standard univariate normal distribution. From (A.2) we get a series form for 
the cumulative distribution function of Z, 

m +c @(“WIW”)( - z/=2) (_ p)o 

v=o II! 

m +C Q’“‘( - z/al) @“‘(z/=2) (_ p)v 

v=o v! 

Since @“‘( - z) = Q(“)(z) for u = 1,3,5,. . ., and @“‘( - z) = - @“‘(z) for v = 
2,4,6, . . ., differentiating the right-hand side of (A.3) term by term, the 
density function, g(z), of Z takes the form 

g(z) = Jo ((-d”/4CWl) @‘“)(-zb2) @“+ l) WA 

+ ( l/a2) @(“) (-z/al) @” + ‘) (z/a2)]. (A.4) 

Using (A.4) the integration zg(z)dz yields term-by-term the following 
results: 

v=o: 

-(al/a2 + =,/a’11 7 @’ (zbl) @‘W2) dz, 
-UJ 

v= 1: 

P 7 @'W=J@'WJdz, 
-a, 

v=2: 

p2ala2/(2(a: + a:)“l’J%). 

(A.3 
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Eliminating the remaining integrals in (AS) one obtains the final 
approximation 

E(z)“&$$J 1 P -(ah,.+ 02/a1) + p2 
2(4 +cr:, 1 ’ 

in which the last term in the square brackets is likely to be very small. 
Next we derive E(Z’). For o=O in the power series (A.3) we get 

0: + c; -0, 7 @‘(z/al) @(z/c2) dz - c2 7 @‘(z/rr2) @(z/(~i) dz, 64.6) -Kl -(o 

while by antisymmetry of the integrands all other terms vanish. To eliminate 
the integrals in (A.6) we utilize the power series [see e.g. van der Waerden 
(1969, p. ll)] 

x3 x5 x7 --- . . . 
3j23.7 + 1 . (A.7) 

In the ensuing integrations the part of (A.7) in the square brackets vanishes, 
as upon integrating term-by-term each term is as multiples of odd moments 
of the standard univariate normal distribution. Thus we get 

E(Z’) z&f + a:). 

By taking only the linear approximation of E(Z) we finally have 

64.8) 

where we have resorted from the correlation coefficient back to the 
covariance 0i2 =pfria,. 
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